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Abstract  

We present the most current version of the theory of didactic transposition that encompasses and 

synthesizes the theory of Chevallard (1991), the Cognitive Theory of Science (CTS) and Mental 

Models of Jhonson-Laird (1980). It is made here a brief review of Chevallard theory and exposes 

the generalization of this theory by the De Mello  according to the work of Izquierdo-Aymerich 

(2003). That is, it is proposed here a theory to study how the scientific knowledge (the original 

scientific models) is transposed to the didactic models. That is, to analyze how the knowledge 

produced in the 'academic environment' change, adapt, simplify and consolidate as knowledge to be 

taught in the classroom. We present the characteristics that define the reason for a certain 

knowledge to be present in textbooks as defined in the work of Chevallard (1982), Brockington 

(2005) and others and complementing their work we propose rules that define how a DT should 

occur or be performed. We present Brousseau's theory for didactic transposition in the classroom or 

intern, that is, what he calls the didactic contract and didactic situation. 

Keywords: Didactic transposition, scientific paradigm, school scientific activity, the textbook analysis, 

didactic situation. 

Resumo 

Apresenta-se aqui a versão mais atual da teoria da transposição didática (TD) que engloba e 

sintetiza a teoria de Chevallard (1991), a Teoria Cognitiva da Ciência (TCC) e Modelos Mentais de 

Jhonson-Laird (1980). Faz-se uma breve revisão da teoria de Chevallard e expõe a generalização 

dessa teoria pelo Autor segundo os trabalhos de Izquierdo-Aymerich (2003). Isto é, propõe-se aqui 

uma teoria para se estudar a maneira como o conhecimento científico original é transposto ao 

conhecimento escolar, ou seja, às teorias e aos modelos didáticos. Isto é, apresenta-se uma teoria 

para se realizar a analise de como o conhecimento produzido nas ‘esferas acadêmicas’ se 

modificam, se adaptam, se simplificam e se consolidam como saberes a serem ensinados em sala de 

aula. Apresentamos as características que definem a razão de um determinado saber estar presente 

nos livros textos como definido nos trabalhos de Chevallard (1982), Brockington (2005) e outros e 

complementando o trabalho deles propomos regras que definam como uma DT deva ocorrer ou ser 

realizada. Apresentamos a teoria de Brousseau para a transposição didática em sala de aula ou 

interna, ou seja, o que ele denomina de contrato didático e situação didática.  

Palavras-chave: Transposição didática, paradigma científico, atividade científica escolar, análise do livro 

didático, situação didática. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Within the context of editorial policies, national programs of textbooks production and 

formulation of public policies it is very important to understand how scientific knowledge is 

transposed to textbooks and how this is actually taught in the classroom. The scientific theory that 

addresses this problem is called the Didactic Transposition. As will be explained later, it would not 

be possible to create some general guidelines on how to transpose or translate to school level 

scientific or academic knowledge for all exact sciences. Thus, we will present here some guidelines 

on how DT should occur for physics and chemistry on the one hand, and on the other for the 

science of mathematics. For lack of mastery of knowledge in the field of biological sciences we 

will, for the moment, leave it aside. 

 We present here the current form of the theory of Didactic Transposition (DT) that is 

denominate Theory of Didactic Transposition of Chevallard, Izquierdo-Aymerich and De Mello  

(DT-CHIM). Originally the theory of DT was conceived by Chevallard (1985) as a way to analyze 

how the knowledge produced in scientific spheres is translated to the school levels - high school. 

The Chevallard’s theory of DT is focused on socio-cultural aspects of how the transformation of 

knowledge occurs and not in the semantics and epistemological aspect of this. Note that Chevallard 

[1989] and others address various epistemological problems in mathematics teaching or its TD, but 

as examples of didactic system intervention and not as general rules of how TD should occur. 

As highlighted by Halté [1998] Chevallard elaborated his "theory" in journalistic form. That 

is, in the form of a description of how the scientific community and educators transform academic 

knowledge into school knowledge. It defines some of the reasons why certain knowledge is 

transposed into the educational environment and provides some reasons why this knowledge 

becomes permanent or obsolete over time. Halté goes further in discussing the fact that the problem 

of DT involves much more than just the knowledge. As Halté states:  

The notion of scientific knowledge designates only the object of the mechanisms 

of transposition and does not question the mechanisms themselves and the role of 

actors, scientists, students, teachers, and others in this transformation. 

Despite its descriptive and conceptual character, this theory has become a subject of 

knowledge and theoretical reference for several pedagogical theories. As stated by Haltè [1998]: 

How is it possible that a theory - the didactic transposition - buried in the 

maelstrom of theses produced in the human sciences and then exhumed by the 

didactics of mathematics, has penetrated, from the latter, in all didactic 

communities? As it happens nowadays that all research work in didactics is 

contingent on either requesting it, abandoning it, integrating it, or, in one way or 

another, exploiting it, criticizing it, refining it, completing it? 

The ideas and concepts developed by Chevallard (1991) were developed to study the 

passage of the "knowledge" from the research environment to the high school. Due to the French 

university structure in this didactic transposition model he does the simplification that the research 

environment is unique, despite this point out that DT begins to occur in academic circles. Namely, 

that the knowledge produced in the research environment is already produced in the final form to be 

transposed directly to the high school. But the theory of DT can be applied to the structure of higher 

education (De Mello , 2016a) since the transformation of scientific (scholarly) knowledge begins in 
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this sphere of knowledge (or Epistemosphere). With the spread of courses and graduate programs it 

was created another substrates between the knowledge produced in research spheres and the basic 

university education. We have now five levels of presentation or transcription of knowledge. The 

level: 1) Research; 2) Postgraduate; 3) senior; 4) junior years of Bachelor and finally 5) high school. 

 As previously mentioned (De Mello , 2016a) with the expansion of the publishing market 

we have today a relative variety of textbooks produced within this epistemosphere. This created the 

possibility and the need to produce new proposals for education. Currently, we have research that 

point to the fact that one should take into account the design characteristics of presentation of 

knowledge (Bolter, 1998; Schnotz, 2005). This production generated a certain amount of textbooks 

with features, methodologies and specific objectives. Thus the theory of DT should cover their 

socio-cultural, epistemological, semantic and editorial aspect. 

 Thus, a current theory of DT must take into account that this occurs in cascading from the 

research environment to the university environment, and from this to the educational system of high 

school (De Mello , 2016a, 2016b and 2016c). It can be shown that as knowledge is transformed, 

updating and adapting to a certain level of knowledge their explanatory models will be adjusting to 

the knowledge level of the target audience and to the current scientific paradigm (De Mello , 2016b 

and 2016c). 

The De Mello  demonstrated (2016a, 2016b and 2016c) that due to scientific theories be 

developed through concepts, called nodes or links by Latour (1999), the conceptual mapping is the 

natural and most appropriated tool to perform this analysis.  

Chevallard [1991] discriminates DT in external DT or Lato Sensu and internal DT or Stricto 

Sensu. Chevallard focuses his studies on describing external transposition. That is, which 

mechanisms and actors participate in the process of transforming academic knowledge to the 

textbook or didactic guidelines. Both Chevallard and I in my original article were not concerned 

with how this knowledge (the knowledge to be taught) turned into the "taught knowledge" in the 

classroom. In this updated version of this article we will address this distinction and briefly address 

internal DT mainly from the perspective of the concepts of pedagogical and didactic contract and 

didactic situations according to Brousseau [2004]. 

In this article, we will deal in detail with external DT, but we will briefly address internal 

DT [Agranionih, 2001]. That is, let's briefly summarize Brousseau's ideas and teaching 

methodologies applied in the classroom. As you will see below, Brousseau makes a more detailed 

study of internal DT, but, like Chevallard, his theory is descriptive rather than a teaching 

methodology.  

 

INNER DIDACTIC TRANSPOSITION 

After educators, textbook writers, and decision-makers in education departments decide 

what should and should be taught in the classroom, it is up to the teacher to decide how these norms 

and content will be effectively operationalized in the classroom. In the case of propaedeutic or 

banking learning methodologies [Paulo Freire, 1997] the teacher is the holder of knowledge and the 

students must listen and operationalize what the teacher teaches. In this type of teaching 

methodology there is only relationship between the teacher and the students. And this is the 

subservience of the students. In the other methodologies besides the students dialog with the 

teacher, they also interact with the knowledge. For this the teacher must create a special learning 

environment that he coined the term milieu. Thus, for each teaching methodology the teacher must 
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prepare the most appropriate milieu for this. For example: computer room, lab room, play room, 

etc. Brousseau [2004] 

 

Figure 1 - Theory of Didactic Transposition after Brousseau. 

 

Figure 2 - Brousseau's Didactic Triangle (Aristides, 2018) 

THE DIDACTIC SITUATION 

As in active and discovery learning methodologies the teacher is not merely a transmitter of 

knowledge and the students the receptors. The knowledge taught occurs within a relationship 

between three subjects: teacher, students and knowledge. These relationships are determined by the 
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teaching methodology used. The relationship between knowledge and teacher occurs both in class 

preparation and in the way the teacher administers or governs the class. The knowledge-student 

relationship occurs at the moment before, during and after class and is largely governed by the 

teaching methodology used in class. In class this relationship is governed by the milieu prepared by 

the teacher. In Just'in Time Teaching this relationship is mediated by clicks and formations of 

discussion's double; In project-based learning, this relationship is mediated by the formation of 

research groups and project objectives, and so on. The student-teacher relationship is determined by 

the teaching methodology employed. See figure 3. 

Brousseau calls these relationships "Didactic Situations." For Brousseau, the didactic 

situation consists of: 

[…]a set of explicit or implicit relationships that establish a student or group of 

students, an environment (including eventually instruments or objects), and an 

educational system (represented by the teacher) which aims to make these 

students take possession of a knowledge already constituted or in the process to be 

constituted (Brousseau, 1998). 

In mathematics didactics Brousseau is concerned with creating an artificial, school 

environment that mimics an academic environment. In addition, they want this environment to 

create conditions for students to feel motivated to make mathematical discoveries. These can occur 

through games, problems and business situations, as in the case of market games. 

 

Figure 3 - Pedagogical Triangle (Houssaye, 1992; apud Aristides, 2018) 

Depending on the medium - school, private or public school system - the teacher will have a 

teaching environment. Due to the excellent training in philosophy and sociology of the French 

teachers Brousseau was able to realize that this medium is also an integral part of the pedagogical 

project. Thus, Brousseau (2011) admits the existence of a system of interactions, but identifies other 

factors interacting in the system: the material and school environment and the educational system, 

as strong factors. It also indicates two more discrete factors: the interaction between the system and 

the student / learner person. The student person, in interaction with the rules of the education 
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system; and the person (the same) of the learner, as a subject who interacts with the teacher and 

knowledge [Aristides, 2018]. See figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 - Didactic / pedagogical hexagon (Brousseau, 2011, apud Aristides, 2018). 

 

 

Figure 5 - The Theory of Didactic Transposition plus the Didactic Contract 
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DIDACTIC CONTRACT 

Following Neuza B. Pinto's [2003]  line of reasoning to understand what Brousseau defines 

as a didactic contract and not to be confused with the general concept of contract we have the 

definition of contract: 

It is a pact between two or more people, who are obliged to fulfill what has been 

agreed upon under certain conditions. 

As in the general case, this pact may be pre-established by one of the parties as a sales 

contract where only the payment terms can be negotiated. In some cases this pact is negotiated in a 

democratic and bilateral way, but always governed by the current laws that regulate the sector. 

Likewise, Brousseau realizes that there is a subliminally contract he calls a didactic contract 

between the partners or actors of a class. Even in the propaedeutic case there is an implicit didactic 

contract, that is, students should listen to the teacher, write down the classes, study and take the 

tests. Even in the methodology of learning by discovery it is the teacher with the endorsement of the 

educational institution that prepares and administers the didactic sequences and the milieu so that 

the student seizes the knowledge by himself. In the Just'in Time Teacher methodology this contract 

is very explicit. Students are informed and encouraged to read instructional material before class, 

under the external stimulus of grade assignments, and to form peer group discussions during class. 

And other examples. 

Broussaeu formalizes the existence of this contract, from now on called the didactic contract 

and defines it descriptively. As pointed out by several authors [Haltè, 2008; Pinto, 2003] French 

researchers in Mathematics Didactics have intensively discussed the concept of didactic contract 

and describe it as follows: 

The student and the teacher do not occupy symmetrical positions in relation to 

knowledge. The second not only “knows” more than the first, but has the 

responsibility to organize the teaching situations considered favorable for the 

first's learning. Being able to deal with the eventual common structure of these 

situations while at the same time their diversity, their different characteristics, 

their scope and subsequent limitations lead to a decisive clarity of the didactic 

acts (Joshua and Dupin, 1993, p. 249). 

Pinto [2003] summarizes the idea built by these researchers about the didactic contract 

These authors note that in every teaching situation there is an implicit didactic 

contract that is constituted as the reciprocal responsibilities of teacher and 

student in the management of knowledge are realized. Throughout the course, or 

the program, relationships with knowledge present certain characteristics, 

evolving or becoming routines. 

The idea of a didactic contract was evolving to such an extent that it became an integral part 

of the didactic system and didactic (internal) transposition. See figure 5. 
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This mobility of the contract will enable the actors involved to fulfill their roles as 

learners and producers of knowledge. The motor of the didactic contract is, 

therefore, the didactic relationship maintained with the knowledge. [Pinto, 2003]. 

Although these ideals are purely conceptual and descriptive, I am proposing that there are 

experimental ways of verifying that this contractual relationship is inserted in the cognitive 

structure of students and teachers. So I am proposing to do the research attached in the appendix of 

this article and summarized below. 

Briefly we will apply to a significant group of students a set of arithmetic problems, the 

solution of which results in sums or subtractions of the data provided. In a first step, which should 

occur at the end of the "summation classes", we will apply only problems whose solution implies 

adding the information provided. In the second step, which should take place at the end of the 

“subtraction classes”, we will apply problems that result in subtractions. In the midst of this second 

series of problems will be a poorly formulated example whose interpretation leads to a sum. The 

aim is to find out the students who: a) did not reach the meaningful learning “point” of the subject 

(interpret subtraction problems); b) have reached the significant level of learning. Regarding the 

dubious problem: a) observe the students who interpreted the problem, but as it was not in the 

scope, pedagogical contract, did not solve it; b) those who interpreted it correctly and performed the 

sum; c) and those who solved it by subtracting it through the interpretation of the pedagogical 

contract. For this we will do the statistical analysis (correlation) between the data and through the 

recordings and interviews with the students. 

 

THE THEORY OF DIDACTIC TRANSPOSITION OF CHEVALLARD, IZQUIERDO AND 

DE MELLO  (DT-CHIM) 

 Briefly the Generalized Didactic Transposition Theory (DT) is a theory that involves the 

epistemology of science, cognitive science theory, didactic education and social theories to 

understand, create rules and study the mechanisms that conduct the process of transformation of 

knowledge produced in the research spheres to the academic field, and from this to textbooks and 

from this to the classroom of high school. 

 Chevallard (1991, apud Alves Filho, 2000) classifies the knowledge into three categories. 

The academic knowledge, called for him the Scholar Knowledge. The knowledge contained in 

textbooks, the Knowledge to be Taught. And the knowledge as taught in the classroom, or the 

Knowledge Taught. 

 It is within this context that the Chevallard theory of DT deals with the problem to 

understand, classify and study how the knowledge produced in the academic spheres will be 

adjusting, adapting and transforming into scientific knowledge taught in the classroom. 

According to this theory, a concept to be transferred, transposed from one 

context to another, undergoes profound changes. To be taught, the whole 

concept keeps similarities with the idea originally present in your research 

context, however acquires other own meanings of the school environment in 

which will be inserted. This transposition process transforms knowledge 
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giving it a new epistemological status (Astolfi, 1995; apud Brockington, 

2005). 

 It can be shown (De Mello , 2016b) what school science and scientists science have in 

common is that their theoretical ideas, concepts, were arrested and sealed in black boxes after 

gaining importance and after become more "solid" and "strong", that is, after "consolidated" - 

Latour thesis (1999). That such packaging process leaves out details, explanations and reasons that 

were necessary to convince others of their "original power to explain" - both to the scientific level 

and to the educational level (Izquierdo, 2003). 

 De Mello  (2016c) demonstrates, for the case of the topic of physics called Photoelectric 

Effect, that currently the scientific knowledge is structured didactically in their transcriptions to 

textbooks in: a) models; b) the core of the theory; c) experimental facts; d) the key concepts; e) the 

methodology and f) the application of the theory. Thus, it is necessary to understand how these 

"pieces of knowledge" are inserted, deleted, and summarized to make each text a coherent whole. 

 De Mello  (2016a, 2016c) divides the theory of DT into two parts. One part of the theory 

deals with the socio-cultural influences on didactic teaching (Chevallard, 1991; Brockington, 2005). 

And the other is concerned with the epistemological and semantic aspects of the theories and how 

these are translated to the textbooks (De Mello , 2016a, 2016b and 2016c). 

 In his theory Chevallard divides the DT process in three stages. Thus, the Chevallard DT 

studies how the scholar knowledge becomes the Knowledge to be Taught and how this becomes the 

Knowledge Taught. De Mello  (2016a, 2016b and 2016c) demonstrated that the theory of DT 

should consider that the knowledge produced in research spheres (scholar knowledge) is 

consolidated and/or regulated in the post-graduate programs (sphere), the academic knowledge, 

then transposed to the level of the Bachelor and finally transcribed or adapted to the level of the 

high school (the Knowledge to be Taught). This is necessary because we have today textbooks 

designed for post-graduate courses and graduation. Strictly speaking we would have to subdivide 

the graduation degree in academic and university basic level cycle. See De Mello  (2016a). So we 

have to divide the Scholar Knowledge into three parts. Scholar Knowledge (Research Level), the 

Academic Knowledge (Post-graduation Level) and the University Knowledge (graduate level). 

Scholar Knowledge  Academic Knowledge  University Knowledge  Knowledge to be 

Taught  Knowledge Taught 

 After Chevallard, so we can deeply understand how scientific knowledge is transcribed to 

textbooks we have to include in their analysis the external environment in which it occurs. This 

transformation occurs within an environment or within a university sphere (the Didactic System) 

that is within a small universe that is the external environment (the educational system). In addition 

to these environments we have the school environment where effectively occurs the DT. That is, we 

have to take into account that there are factors outside the school system, embedded in a wider 

environment where all these spheres coexist and influence (Brockington, 2005). 

 Chevallard (1991) uses the word noosphere to designate and encompass the elements 

involved and regulating the selection and determination of the changes that scientific knowledge 

will suffer to become school knowledge. The noosphere is composed of scientists, educators, 

teachers, politicians, authors of textbooks, among others (Brockington, 2005). Due to the diversity 
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and richness of existing factors in the academic sphere governing the selection and standardization 

of scientific knowledge De Mello  called this environment epistemosphere. 

 Within this epistemosphere we have, in the case of exact courses, books of Physics written 

for courses based on calculus and the other based on algebra. We have Conceptual Physics books, 

Physics for Engineers and traditional. The equivalent of the math discipline would be the textbooks 

designed specifically for engineering courses as opposed to those used in math courses. And the 

math books for business and economics courses. De Mello  (2016b and 2016c) demonstrated that 

DT for the basic cycle occurs from these texts and not from the original articles. Thus a theory of 

DT should study and track how the knowledge or scholar Knowledge is transformed in this 

epistemosphere to get to Knowledge to be Taught. 

 After this phase, the knowledge is transformed within the context of editorial policies, 

national programs of textbooks production and formulation of public policies to achieve the 

textbooks and be effectively taught in the classroom. This is where the teaching methodologies and 

pedagogical proposals come into play. That is, when studying or analyzing the transformations that 

knowledge suffers to reach the school environment we should consider both the epistemological 

aspects of science as their pedagogical and methodological aspects of teaching. 

 Like every theory of human and social sciences, the DT theory does not contain "closed" 

Laws or rules defining as a DT should occur or be achieved. But even so, Chevallard proposed 

some characteristics that define the reason that a certain knowledge to be present in textbooks. 

Chevallard (1991) defines some of these characteristics. In summary these are (Brockington, 2005): 

1 - Consensual: The Noosphere members must agree that a given knowledge is definitely 

established. That is, it is not speculative or that there is no doubt in the scientific community. 

2 - Moral Actuality: The Noosphere members must agree that a given knowledge is relevant and 

necessary in order to be entered or remain in the school curriculum. 

3 - Biological Actuality: The content taught should be consistent with the theories or current models 

or accepted by the scientific community. While this is seemingly obvious, there are pedagogical 

exceptions. For example, we have the fact that Thomson, Rutherford and Bohr models are still 

being taught in schools. 

4 - Operationality: For a Knowledge be implemented and remain in school curriculums this should 

generate questions, exercises and problems. As an example we have all the textbooks discuss in 

detail the theory of the photoelectric effect and on the other hand few address in detail the theory of 

blackbody radiation. 

5 - Teaching Creativity: Chevallard has coined this term to be able to explain the reason to teach 

subjects of science that are currently not part of the research field. 

6 - Therapeutic: One of the reasons a particular knowledge to stay in school curricula is to your 

success in the classroom. 

 Due to the great scientific and technological advances, and needs of the school curriculum 

updating, Chevallard and Johsua (1982; cited in Astolfi, 1995) has produced five rules for DT 
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(Alves-Filho, 2005). We will list below only their first two, which from our point of view fit within 

this classification, that is: 

7 - Modernizing school knowledge. The curriculum should address current subjects, such as: a) 

superconductivity; b) nanotechnology; etc. 

8 - Update the knowledge to teach. The noosphere agents must define what knowledge should be 

removed from textbooks because they are obsolete. 

 From our point of view the fourth Astolfi rule (1995) is included in the guideline 4 

(Operationality) of Chevallard. And the rules 3 and 5 fall into guidelines or suggestions for how the 

DT should be made. 

 

DIDACTIC TRANSPOSITION AND THE COGNITIVE MODEL OF SCIENCE 

Recent contributions from epistemology of science for science teaching led to a new 

approach (theory) of the latter called "cognitive model of science" (CTS) that originates from 

Kuhn's philosophy of science (Izquierdo, 2003). Along with the theory of "didactic transposition" 

suggest the possibility to analyze with more depth as knowledge produced in scientific spheres are 

translated to the school sphere. 

 De Mello  (2015b and 2015c) demonstrated that to understand how the knowledge produced 

in research spheres (scholar knowledge) is transposed to the school spheres should take into account 

what is actually meant by scientific knowledge and to do science. 

According to Izquierdo-Aymerich (2003)
1
 when we simplify or define, with didactic 

purposes, what is science or to do science we can describe it as a way of thinking and acting in 

order to interpret certain phenomena and to intervene through a series of theoretical and practical 

structured knowledge. As a result of science education is desirable that students understand that the 

natural world has certain characteristics that can be modeled theoretically. Because of this we 

present to them, making a DT, some reconstructed facts, theoretical models, arguments and 

propositions that were previously selected.  

In addition, if the teaching of sciences is done in accordance with the principles of 

meaningful learning (Ausubel, 1977), that is, a well executed didactic transposition (Chevallard, 

1990), the teachers will be involved in the task of connect scientific models to used by pupils 

themselves, using analogies and metaphors that may help them to move from the last for the first 

(Duit, 1991; Flick, 1991; Ingham, 1991; Clement, 1993).  

So to teach science we have to teach systems or methods of acquiring knowledge and at the 

same time, teach how to arrive to this organized body of knowledge from them. But in general it is 

impossible to reproduce in the classroom (Izqueirdo, 1999). Thus, the question arises: What is 

teaching science in high school classroom as in the university? 

If we analyze the textbooks written for high school, from the point of view of knowledge 

and its method of obtaining, we see that these are classified into two types: a) those who start 

exposing the theory and then presenting the experimental facts that leads to its formulation or 

discovery as a mere confirmation of its validity or importance. b) and those that begin exposing the 

                                                      
1
 The following two paragraphs are a collection of statements that together form the definition of that is the 
DT from the CTS point of view. 
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experimental facts that resulted in its formulation and putting the theory as a direct consequence of 

these facts. With the introduction of modern methods of teaching we have some alternative versions 

of exposure of textbooks. For example, we have textbooks written in the problem-based learning 

(Glencoe, 2005) in which each topic is preceded and motivated by the presentation of a puzzle that 

contextualizes the need of the search or theory formulation. 

 Like every theory of human and social sciences, DT theory does not contain "closed" Laws 

or rules defining as a DT should occur or be achieved. Within the current context of science 

education in the basic cycle and university we can suggest some guidelines for how the DT should 

be made. 

1 – Partition of knowledge: Divide into its constituent parts, that is, between theory, model, 

experimental facts, applications, historical facts, etc. 

2 – Articulate the "new" knowledge with the "old" (Chevallard, 1982; cited in Astolfi, 

1995): When teaching a new theory, such as special relativity, the author and/or teacher should 

make clear that the old theory (in this case the classical mechanics) is still valid within their limits 

of validity (at low speeds). 

3 - Make a concept understandable (Chevallard, 1982; cited in Astolfi, 1995): We must 

rewrite or redraft a concept to the level of students understanding. 

4 - Making a model significant: To adapt and/or modify the theoretical models, or the 

scientific models to the level of students understanding. Or connect it to the model used by them. 

5 - Simple Math: Scientific knowledge should be redrafted using an appropriate 

mathematical formalism to every school level. 

6 - Pedagogical Actuality: Scientific knowledge must be redrafted in accordance with a 

teaching methodology. For example, according to the methodology of problem-based learning. 

7 - Functional Actuality: Scientific knowledge should be drawn up according to the type of 

training required for each course. For example, text to train engineers. 

 To justify the introduction of 6 and 7 guidelines we currently have several university 

courses with various educational proposals. Some proposes to train scientists in general and others 

to train professionals for the labor market. A line of educators argue that science education should 

somehow reflect what is scientific activity and do science. But others argue that science should be 

taught in an objective manner. That is, it should be taught the concepts, theories and applications 

without worrying about doing science. Thus, the science teaching at school cannot be strictly based 

on the analogy of the student as a future scientist, that is, with a strong scientific basis (Izquierdo-

Aymerich, 2003). 

 In the first line Izquierdo-Aymerich and Aduriz Bravo (2003) distinguishes between the 

characteristics of two sciences, the science of scientists and what they call school science. They 

argue that both sciences have a common cognitive goal: understand the world and communicate 

theoretical ideas accurately and significantly. Moreover, they propose that the didactic transposition 

process is to recreate the science of scientists in the classroom, according to their own institutional 

values, rhetorical tools and educational goals, to convert it into school science. 
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TEACHING TRANSPOSITION OF MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE 

 

In the same manner that the just reading of an article or encyclopedia we will never have any 

idea what "science Music” is as it is understood by the great geniuses, so too few physicists 

understand physics as understood by the great geniuses of physics like Albert Einstein, J Clark 

Maxwell, Isaac Newton, etc. Similarly it would be impossible here to provide a completely general 

definition of what mathematics would be. Let's look at some definitions of what mathematical 

science would be found in the literature so that we can justify our choice to define it from the point 

of view of mathematical didactics scientists and neuropsychologists. 

 In his exceptional introductory treatise, "What is mathematics?" Courant and Robbins wrote: 

 

Mathematics as an expression of the human mind reflects active will, 

contemplative reason, and the desire for aesthetic perfection. Its basic elements 

are logic and intuition, analysis and construction, generalization and 

individualization. Although different traditions may emphasize different aspects, it 

is only the interplay of these antithetical forces and the struggle for their synthesis 

that constitute the life, utility, and ultimate value of mathematical science. 

(Courant & Robbins, 1941/1978, p. I). 

From the point of view of mathematics and teaching didactics we have the following 

question: Is this capacity for perception and logical reasoning available or achievable by anyone? 

That is, would there be a method of teaching or education that would allow any human being to 

achieve this goal? The answer is no. For that would imply that all people were completely equal. 

But not all people are willing, by intrinsic motivation, to make the effort and to have the necessary 

dedication to obtain the degree of abstraction and the required mathematical reasoning ability. 

We would have a more tangible definition of this science. How can we read in Ponte [1992] 

mathematics can be viewed as a body of knowledge, consisting of a set of well-

defined theories (perspective of mathematics as a "product") or as an activity 

(consisting of a set of characteristic processes). It can be further argued that both 

product and process are equally important, and only make sense if equated 

together. It will be impossible in this case to explain to someone what 

mathematics is without presenting an example in which their own processes are 

simultaneously used and illustrated with concepts from one of their theories. 

 

P. Ernest in his article “The Philosophy of Mathematics and the Didactics of Mathematics” 

states: 

Essentially, mathematics should be considered from two points of view: (a) 

mathematics as a formal and deductive body of knowledge, as set forth in high-

level treatises and books; (b) mathematics as a human activity. 

Thus mathematics is a scientific knowledge as defined by Chevallard [1982]. That is, it is a 

set of knowledge defined in each age that must be appropriated by human beings. But there is a 

fundamental difference between mathematics and the other sciences. While in the other sciences, 

even though well-formalized, their theories may be rejected because their conclusions cannot be 

confronted with experience, mathematics exists on its own. That is, it only depends on the rigor of 
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mathematical reasoning. The precise and formal character of mathematical arguments allows them 

to resist criticism and are self-sufficient even when they are quite complex (Schwartz, 1978). The 

arguments of the other sciences are also accurate, but since they are subject to confrontation with 

experience, their character need not be formalized. But what is this mathematical rigor and its 

formal and precise character? 

The central point here is that mathematics is both knowledge and a form of reasoning. 

Similarly to the principle of wave-particle duality, mathematics is a dual science. It has a body of 

knowledge - arithmetic, algebra, infinitesimal analysis, probability theory, set theory, topology, 

differential geometry, functional analysis ... but it is built using the rules of logic and mathematical 

formalism, and it is the tool in which the formal "structure" of all other sciences is constructed. In 

the other sciences there is at least a statistical analysis corroborating some statements, information 

and consequences of a given model or theory. Thus we had to create criteria 9, 10 and 11 below 

DT-Math to be able to teach and understand this conception of mathematical science.  

For the sake of clarity, let us look in reverse order from the point of view of the socio-

constructivist mathematicians what would be the mathematical skills or competences of 

mathematical knowledge [Ponte, 1992]. We can distinguish four levels of competencies in 

mathematical knowledge, according to their function and level of complexity. Thus we will have 

the elementary, intermediate and complex skills, and the general knowledge (see table 1). 

When we study the history of science in general, television or web documentaries lead us to 

think that general knowledge or this kind of appreciation of mathematics is restricted to a few sages. 

That this kind of vision (ability) would be more restricted to gifted ones like Isaac Newton, Gauss, 

Leibnitz, Albert Einstein, etc. This view or appreciation of mathematics would only be achieved by 

a few. Reading Carl B. Boiler about Leonhard Euler's life and role in mathematics we can see from 

Lagrange's words that anyone who wanted to learn physics should study Euler. That is, the physics 

as we understand it today is reformulated or that would have undergone a didactic transposition 

according to Euler's knowledge. Thus even the aesthetic view of science that the great scientists and 

mathematicians possess depends on the transposition or formalization that other scientists have 

created. It is not a "gift" or general ability. That is why the texts on mathematics teaching do not 

cite or only point these in their introductory notes. 

Thus, general knowledge and advanced skills, according to the definition of educators, are 

only achieved or required by students of the bachelor's degree and postgraduate mathematics 

courses. They may still be required in other courses in countries such as France, Germany, Russia, 

etc. Intermediate and elementary competences, as required by the Program for International Student 

Assessment (PISA), must be achieved or achieved in the elementary and intermediate cycle of the 

basic school cycle. From the ranking of this exam we find that most countries are far below this 

goal. Thus the guidelines and ideas defended here should be understood as such and not as exact 

laws or facts. 

We can see in the description of these competences that there is the random appearance of 

the words "knowledge", formulation, resolution, analysis, etc. Thus we have people who are 

working on the task of defining what would be the science called mathematics come up with the 

key question: Is mathematics a branch of human knowledge or a reasoning tool or technique? The 

point that we wish to raise is that from the point of view of the philosophy of mathematics we can 

bring together in their definition all these conceptions, but from the point of view of didactics of 

mathematics and computer science (information system, Artificial Intelligence, etc.) we should not 

and cannot mix these views of mathematics. That is, we agree that mathematics itself encompasses 
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a body of knowledge and the development of mathematical reasoning. But in mathematics didactics 

we must be very clear about this distinction. 

 

 

General knowledge 

 

Knowledge of the great domains of mathematics and their interrelationship. 

Knowledge of aspects of the history of mathematics and its relations with 

science and culture in general. 

Knowledge of key moments in the development of mathematics (major 

problems, crises, major turning points). 

Advanced (or higher order) skills 

 

The exploration / investigation of situations; conjecture formulation and testing 

Problem formulation 

Problem solving (complex) 

Realization and critique of demonstrations 

Critical analysis of mathematical theories 

Application to complex situations / modeling 

Advanced (or higher order) skills 

 

The exploration / investigation of situations; conjecture formulation and testing 

Problem formulation 

Problem solving (complex) 

Realization and critique of demonstrations 

Critical analysis of mathematical theories 

Application to complex situations / modeling 

Elementary skills 

 

Knowledge of specific facts and terminology 

Identification and understanding of concepts 

Ability to perform “procedures” 

Mastery of calculation processes 

Readability of simple mathematical texts 

Communication of simple mathematical ideas 

Table 1 - Levels of skills in mathematical knowledge – [Ponte, 1992] 

 

Finally the 9th guideline is a consequence of the work of Jean Piaget [Ojose; 2008] on the 

stages of development of intelligence or cognitive abilities and of other authors [Ponte, 2013; Souza 

and Guimarães, 2015; Ellis, 2007; Hanna, 2000] on the role of problem solving in understanding 

and articulating mathematical knowledge in the handling and understanding of mathematical 

concepts. We can read in NCTM: 

Understanding concepts is not limited to knowing their definition - it also requires 

understanding how these concepts relate to each other and how they can be used 
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in problem solving. In addition, understanding procedures is not only about their 

application, but also about understanding why they work how they can be used 

and how their results can be interpreted (NCTM, 2009). 

 

In the case of math textbooks we will change the 1, 2 and 3 guidelines by the following 

guidelines: 

8 - Constructivist Mathematics: One must define the elementary mathematical objects and 

concepts, then define their elementary properties and operations and then constructively and 

anthropologically define their complex properties and operations. 

9 - Construction of mathematical knowledge: Showing that mathematics is a knowledge that 

is built and is at the same time a tool. That definitions, axioms, theorems are proved and serve as an 

intellectual tool for constructing proofs of other axioms and theorems. 

- In a first stage the tests must be atomized. Provide only one postulate. 

- In a 2nd stage other forms of proof or more postulates should be introduced. 

- In a 3rd stage the students should be left free, in a constructivist manner, to choose how to take the 

test. 

10 - Integration of the algebraic body: When possible, algebra should not be presented as a 

technique for solving arithmetic problems. 

11 - Modeling Knowledge: Showing how mathematical knowledge is used in other sciences. 

12 - Visualization of Knowledge: Show, when possible, that there is both an algebraic and a 

geometrical way of proving an axiom or theorem. 

The 12th guideline comes from the finding that we have greater understanding of 

mathematical concepts when we visualize (mentalize) them. Leaving aside the problem of 

confusing geometric reasoning with intuitive reasoning in the general bibliography, we have several 

authors [Dundar, 2012; Reiss, 2008] defend the idea that, when possible, show the two possibilities 

of demonstration of a theorem, the algebraic as the geometric one. 

Let's look at what Henri Poincare, who lived with Eisntein, Bohrn, and others, says: 

It is impossible to study the works of the great mathematicians, or even those of 

the smallest, without perceiving and distinguishing two opposing tendencies, or 

rather two entirely different kinds of minds. The only type is above all concerned 

with logic; To read his works, we are tempted to believe that they have advanced 

step by step, like a Vauban who pushes the trenches against the enclosure, leaving 

nothing to chance. The other type is guided by intuition and, in the first blow, 

makes quick but sometimes precarious conquests, like daring knights of the 

advanced guard. [Poincaré, 1913 page 210] 

 

He supported his arguments by contrasting the work of several mathematicians, including 

the famous German analysts Weierstrass and Riemann, relating this to the work of the students: 

Weierstrass reduces everything to the point of view of series and their analytical 

transformations; to put it better, he reduces analysis to a kind of prolongation of 

arithmetic; You can flip through all his books without finding a picture. Riemann, 

on the contrary, immediately calls geometry to his aid; each of his conceptions is 

an image that no one can forget once he has understood its meaning. 
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...... Among our students, we notice the same differences; Some prefer to treat 

their problems "by analysis," others "by geometry." The former are unable to 'see 

in space', the others quickly tire of long calculations and are perplexed. 

 

 
Figure 6 - Mathematical Reasoning 

 

 

MENTAL MODELS 

To justify the introduction of the guideline 4 we have the fact that many authors (Johnson-

Laird, 1995 and 1987; Nerssessian, 1992; Moreira 2002) defend the idea that the students to think 

about a scientific fact do not use scientific models, but mental models. This cognitive fact originates 

a research field called previous or alternative conceptions (Gilbert and Swift, 1985). Thus, for a 
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given knowledge be transposed pedagogically, that is, according to the most current knowledge of 

science education, this should take into consideration how scientific models must be connected to 

the students models, ensuring meaningful learning (Ausubel, 1977). 

 But what would be these models used by the students? Without going into details in the 

various forms or types of reasoning, we have that Johnson-Laird (1983: 163) argues that people 

reason through mental models. Mental models, the analogically to the architecture models, are as 

cognitive building blocks that can be combined and recombined as required. Like any other models 

they represent accurately or not the object or situation itself. One of its most important features is 

that its structure is similar (analog) to this situation or object (Hampson and Morris, 1996, p. 243). 

 Analog models are often used to do research, create, test, and communicate ideas (Bent, 

1984). The analogy is an effective way to explain new ideas since the explainer and the listener 

understand the analogy in the same way. The analogy is familiar object call, experience or process 

(Moreira, 2002). Analog explanations work when the explainer and the listener agree with analog 

mappings that exist between the analog (prior knowledge) and the target (scientific knowledge) and 

mappings are said to be shared when both parties agree that the analog is similar to target in this or 

that way. 

 In other words, mental model is an internal representation of information that corresponds 

analogously to the state of things that is being represented, whatever it. Mental models are structural 

analogues of the world (Moreira, 1996). 

 As an example we have the atomic model. Depending on the level of education when we ask 

what would be the atomic model we would have a different answer. The model of Thompson, the 

Bohr or Quantum Mechanics. Thus, there is not a single mental model for a given state of things. 

On the other way, there may be several models, even if only one of them represents accurately this 

state of things. Each mental model is an analog representation of this state of things and, 

conversely, each analog representation corresponds to a mental model (Moreira, 1996). 

 But there is a basic difference between conceptual and mental models (Gentner, 1983 apub 

Norman p. 8). Physical models are conceptual models, that is, models built by researchers in order 

to develop his theories and contribute to the understanding and teaching of physical systems. It is an 

accurate, consistent and complete representations of physical phenomena according to a certain 

theory (Moreira, 2002). However, the models of the students, or any individual, including those 

who create conceptual models are mental models, that is, models that people construct to represent 

states of physical things (as well as states of abstract things) through their common experiences. 

(Johnson-Laird, 1983; Moreira, 1996; Greca 2002). 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We presented above an attempt to create rules and standards to study and classify as a DT 

occur and how would be the ideal DT. Like any field of scientific knowledge, especially human, 

this is very dynamic and challenging. So that these rules should be considered within its scientific 

and pedagogical actuality. They are based on years of work by researchers as Chevallard, 

Izquierdo-Aymerich, Pietrocolla, Johnson-Laird, Moreira, Nerssessian and others. Although De 

Mello  have achieved prove some of the ideas proposed here through the analysis of textbooks 

using as tool conceptual mapping, may occur the need to include, replace or reformulate some of 

these ideas. 
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APENDICE 

 

PROJETO DE PESQUISA 

 

DETERMINANDO A PERCEPÇÃO DO CONTRATO PEDAGÓGICO SEGUNDO 

BROUSSEAU POR ESTUDANTES DO FUNDAMENTAL 1 
UMA ABORDAGEM ATRAVÉS DE INTERPRETAÇÃO DE PROBLEMAS DE 

MATEMÁTICA. 

 

RESUMO: Vamos aplicar um conjunto de problemas de aritmética, cuja solução resulte em 

somas ou subtrações dos dados fornecidos, a um grupo de tantos mil alunos. Dividiremos estes 

problemas em duas etapas. Em uma primeira etapa, que deve ocorrer no final das “aulas de somas”, 

aplicaremos somente problemas que resultem em somas. Na segunda etapa, que deve ocorrer no 

final das “aulas de subtrações”, aplicaremos problemas que resultem em subtrações. No meio desta 

segunda série de problemas haverá um, exemplo abaixo, mal formulado cuja interpretação leve a 

uma soma. O intuito é observarmos os alunos que: a) não atingiram o “ponto” de aprendizagem 

significativa do tema (interpretar problemas de subtração); b) atingiram o “nível” de aprendizagem 

significativa. Em relação ao problema dúbio: a) observarmos os alunos que interpretaram o 

problema, mas como este não estava no escopo, contrato pedagógico, não o resolveram; b) aqueles 

que o interpretaram corretamente e realizaram a soma; c) e aqueles que o resolveram, subtraindo, 

através da interpretação do contrato pedagógico. Para isso faremos a análise estatística (correlação) 

entre os dados e através das gravações e entrevistas com os alunos. 

http://www.vcu.edu/cte/workshops/teaching_learning/2008_resources
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Introdução 

 É muito comum no decorrer da correria do dia a dia da carreira docente, ao elaborarmos um 

problema dentro de um contexto educacional, termos em mente uma coisa e escrevermos outra 

coisa. Isto acarreta que algumas vezes no meio de uma avaliação ou aula normal alguns estudantes 

nos indagarem: professor! O senhor não se enganou e queria escrever isto? Estes estudantes, por 

terem estudado ou capacidade cognitiva inata, percebem que o texto leva a uma interpretação que 

não está de acordo com o contrato pedagógico ou tema do conteúdo a ser ministrado. Após esta 

intervenção dos nossos alunos ficamos com aquela impressão em algum lugar na memória, aqueles 

alunos são muito bons. Questão para educação: a) será que poderíamos validar esta informação?  B) 

como transformação essa informação em um fato ou informação pedagógica? C) podemos teorizar 

ou criar uma lei ou principio através de uma observação científica deste fato? D) Isto seria uma 

prova da existência do contrato pedagógico segundo Brousseau? Durante esta pesquisa faremos um 

acompanhamento das avaliações de interpretação de texto por parte destes alunos para podermos 

nos certificar que a incompreensão do texto se restringe aos problemas de matemática.  

Modelos de problemas: 

Tipo soma 

1) Anderson está jogando figurinhas com Ricardo. Eles apostam 3 figurinhas em cada jogada. 

Se Ricardo ganhou duas rodadas consecutivas quantas figurinhas Anderson deve para 

Ricardo? 

Tipo Subtração 

- Anderson está jogando figurinhas com Ricardo. Eles apostaram 8 figurinhas na primeira 

jogada. E apostaram 5 figurinhas na segunda rodada. Se Anderson ganhou a 1ª rodada e Ricardo a 

2ª quantas figurinhas Ricardo deve para Anderson? 

Questão dúbia 

 - Anderson está jogando figurinhas com Ricardo. Após a 1ª jogada Anderson deve 20 

figurinhas para Ricardo. Agora Ricardo deve 15 figurinhas para Anderson. Quantas figurinhas 

Anderson deve para Ricardo? 

Vejam que dentro do tópico subtração esta pergunta não tem sentido. Pois se Anderson 

devia 20 e agora Ricardo deve 15 significa que eles apostaram 20 + 15 = 35 e Anderson ganhou. 

Mas alguns alunos irão notar que a aula é de subtração, então, eles vão subtrair de acordo com o 

contrato pedagógico, como documentado em trabalho apresentado no EIAS. Mas as pedagogas não 

perceberam isto e deixaram esta joia para nós. 

Cabe a nós desenterrar este tesouro da cognição humana.  

 

 

 


